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on my ability to stay in the shadows. But he sees me. Slate Andrews is the
embodiment of everything I have been taught to avoid. He's rich and
famous, and one image of him with a woman would earn millions for any
paparazzi lucky enough to snap it. He has vowed to protect me with his life,
yet he exposes me with his every breath. I should be stronger and walk
away. I should disappear. But I'm terrified he would come after me. I'm on
the run, determined not to take him down with me but absolutely unable to
let him go. My name is Riley Petersonat least for today. *Among The Echoes
is a stand alone novel which contains material that may be offensive to some
readers. Including sexual abuse, graphic language, and adult situations.
Intended for readers 18+.*

Among the Echoes - Aly Martinez - 2014-07-29
My name was Dr. Erica Hill. I was a victim, then a witness, and then I
ceased to exist altogether. I may still be breathing, but stripped of my
identity, I have long since stopped living. I am invisible, and my life depends
on my ability to stay in the shadows. But he sees me. Slate Andrews is the
embodiment of everything I have been taught to avoid. He's rich and
famous, and one image of him with a woman would earn millions for any
paparazzi lucky enough to snap it. He has vowed to protect me with his life,
yet he exposes me with his every breath. I should be stronger and walk
away. I should disappear. But I'm terrified he would come after me. I'm on
the run, determined not to take him down with me but absolutely unable to
let him go. My name is Riley Petersonat least for today. *Among The Echoes
is a stand alone novel which contains material that may be offensive to some
readers. Including sexual abuse, graphic language, and adult situations.
Intended for readers 18+.*

Broken Course - Aly Martinez - 2014-11-04
Seven years ago, my life changed forever. One accident and the person I
saw in the mirror no longer resembled the woman I used to be. I was lost
and confused inside my own body. I felt alone and disconnected from the
world, carrying the incredible weight of guilt and loss that wasn't even mine
to harbor. Then fate led me to Leo James. He taught me that crazy could be
perfectly normal and it shouldn't hurt to breathe. Don't get me wrong. Leo
isn't perfect. He has his own cross to bear, and the truth is, that might be
why I fell for him in the first place. But despite everything he does for me,
learning to forgive myself is infinitely harder than overlooking the flaws of
another. Now, the secrets and lies of our past have begun to dictate our
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me to leave, you know what I figured out? You were my echo. My call back.
were cursed from the start. Or maybe, just maybe, the remnants of our
fractured lives will fit together to form one whole, where love isn't
questioned and being happy iswell, easy. Can a second broken soul be
enough to fill the voids of my own? Or will such scarred pasts prove too
much for our love alone to overcome?

future-threatening to ruin us before we get the chance to try. Perhaps we
And damn it if I didn't find home in the end.
Changing Course - Aly Martinez - 2014-01-26
I met Sarah Kate Erickson when I was twenty-one years old. I was lucky
enough to keep her for seven years before a tragic accident stole her from
me. She didn't die, but sometimes I think it would have been easier if she
had.I lived in a haze for those four years after the accident. Catering to her
every need, even though she hated the very sight of my face. I tried to hold
on to her and the future that we were supposed to build together. But you
can't hold on to someone that doesn't exist anymore.It wasn't until I met
Jesse Addison, a barista at the local coffee shop, that I realized I didn't just
lose Sarah that tragic night, I lost myself as well. Jesse taught me how to let
go of the past and learn to love again. But what happens when your past
haunts your present and the woman you used to love refuses to accept the
woman you can't live without?**Intended for readers 18+. Each book in this
series can be read as a standalone.**

Broken Course - Aly Martinez - 2014-11-04
Seven years ago, my life changed forever. One accident and the person I
saw in the mirror no longer resembled the woman I used to be. I was lost
and confused inside my own body. I felt alone and disconnected from the
world, carrying the incredible weight of guilt and loss that wasn't even mine
to harbor. Then fate led me to Leo James. He taught me that crazy could be
perfectly normal and it shouldn't hurt to breathe. Don't get me wrong. Leo
isn't perfect. He has his own cross to bear, and the truth is, that might be
why I fell for him in the first place. But despite everything he does for me,
learning to forgive myself is infinitely harder than overlooking the flaws of
another. Now, the secrets and lies of our past have begun to dictate our
future-threatening to ruin us before we get the chance to try. Perhaps we
were cursed from the start. Or maybe, just maybe, the remnants of our
fractured lives will fit together to form one whole, where love isn't
questioned and being happy iswell, easy. Can a second broken soul be
enough to fill the voids of my own? Or will such scarred pasts prove too
much for our love alone to overcome?

Changing Course - Aly Martinez - 2014-01-26
I met Sarah Kate Erickson when I was twenty-one years old. I was lucky
enough to keep her for seven years before a tragic accident stole her from
me. She didn't die, but sometimes I think it would have been easier if she
had.I lived in a haze for those four years after the accident. Catering to her
every need, even though she hated the very sight of my face. I tried to hold
on to her and the future that we were supposed to build together. But you
can't hold on to someone that doesn't exist anymore.It wasn't until I met
Jesse Addison, a barista at the local coffee shop, that I realized I didn't just
lose Sarah that tragic night, I lost myself as well. Jesse taught me how to let
go of the past and learn to love again. But what happens when your past
haunts your present and the woman you used to love refuses to accept the
woman you can't live without?**Intended for readers 18+. Each book in this
series can be read as a standalone.**

Echoes in the Storm - Max Henry - 2017-09-12
One week is all we were supposed to share. One week as strangers. All the
things you did differently irked me. I thought it meant we couldn't get
along, that there was no chance we'd work out. But when it came time for
me to leave, you know what I figured out? You were my echo. My call back.
And damn it if I didn't find home in the end.
Echoes in the Storm - Max Henry - 2017-09-12
One week is all we were supposed to share. One week as strangers. All the
things you did differently irked me. I thought it meant we couldn't get
along, that there was no chance we'd work out. But when it came time for
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Wrecked - Louisa Reid - 2020-09-03
Joe and Imogen seem like the perfect couple - they've been in a relationship
for years and are the envy of their friends at school. But after accidentally
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historical fiction from Blanchard, cementing her place at the top of this
situation out of their control, and Joe and Imogen's relationship becomes
slowly unravelled until the truth is out there for all to see Structured around
a dramatic and tense court case, the reader becomes both judge and jury in
a stunning and page-turning novel of uncovering secrets and lies - who can
be believed?

becoming involved a tragic fatal accident, they become embroiled in a
genre.’ Better Reading ‘This is emotional reading for anyone born of
immigrant stock as it explores the pain of leaving your homeland and your
family to find opportunity elsewhere … an entertaining tale of fiction that
will make your heart melt and sing and shatter.’ Glam Adelaide ‘A powerful
novel about powerful women … a powerful evocation of a time, a place and
a cultural vision which provided a significant boost to Australia’s population
and its development as a multi-cultural destination of choice for refugees –
both voluntary and choiceless.’ Carpe Librum

Wrecked - Louisa Reid - 2020-09-03
Joe and Imogen seem like the perfect couple - they've been in a relationship
for years and are the envy of their friends at school. But after accidentally
becoming involved a tragic fatal accident, they become embroiled in a
situation out of their control, and Joe and Imogen's relationship becomes
slowly unravelled until the truth is out there for all to see Structured around
a dramatic and tense court case, the reader becomes both judge and jury in
a stunning and page-turning novel of uncovering secrets and lies - who can
be believed?

Daughter of Calabria - Tania Blanchard - 2021-09-29
Previously published as Echoes of War 'Blanchard at her breathtaking best.
Rich in every sight, taste and smell.' Australian Women’s Weekly
_________________ Set in Mussolini’s Italy amid great upheaval, this is the
story of one woman’s determination to find her place in a world that men
are threatening to tear apart. Another heart-rending novel inspired by a
true story from Australia's bestselling author of The Girl from Munich.
Calabria, Italy, 1936 In a remote farming village nestled in the mountains
that descend into the sparkling Ionian Sea, young and spirited Giulia
Tallariti longs for something more. While she loves her home and her lively
family, she would much rather follow in her nonna’s footsteps and pursue
her dream of becoming a healer. But as Mussolini’s focus shifts to the war
in Europe, civil unrest looms. Whispers of war are at every corner and her
beloved village, once safe from the fascist agenda of the North, is now in
very real danger. Caught between her desire to forge her own path and her
duty to her family, Giulia must draw on the passion in her heart and the
strength of her conviction. Can she find a way to fulfill her dreams without
sacrificing all she holds dear? _________________ ‘Richly imagined,
heartbreaking and utterly captivating yet another outstanding piece of
historical fiction from Blanchard, cementing her place at the top of this
genre.’ Better Reading ‘This is emotional reading for anyone born of
immigrant stock as it explores the pain of leaving your homeland and your
family to find opportunity elsewhere … an entertaining tale of fiction that
will make your heart melt and sing and shatter.’ Glam Adelaide ‘A powerful
novel about powerful women … a powerful evocation of a time, a place and
a cultural vision which provided a significant boost to Australia’s population

Daughter of Calabria - Tania Blanchard - 2021-09-29
Previously published as Echoes of War 'Blanchard at her breathtaking best.
Rich in every sight, taste and smell.' Australian Women’s Weekly
_________________ Set in Mussolini’s Italy amid great upheaval, this is the
story of one woman’s determination to find her place in a world that men
are threatening to tear apart. Another heart-rending novel inspired by a
true story from Australia's bestselling author of The Girl from Munich.
Calabria, Italy, 1936 In a remote farming village nestled in the mountains
that descend into the sparkling Ionian Sea, young and spirited Giulia
Tallariti longs for something more. While she loves her home and her lively
family, she would much rather follow in her nonna’s footsteps and pursue
her dream of becoming a healer. But as Mussolini’s focus shifts to the war
in Europe, civil unrest looms. Whispers of war are at every corner and her
beloved village, once safe from the fascist agenda of the North, is now in
very real danger. Caught between her desire to forge her own path and her
duty to her family, Giulia must draw on the passion in her heart and the
strength of her conviction. Can she find a way to fulfill her dreams without
sacrificing all she holds dear? _________________ ‘Richly imagined,
heartbreaking and utterly captivating yet another outstanding piece of
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me. She showed me that even the darkest night still had stars, and it didn't
both voluntary and choiceless.’ Carpe Librum

and its development as a multi-cultural destination of choice for refugees –
matter one bit that you had to lie in the weeds to see them. I was a jaded
asshole who fell for a girl with a knack for running away. I couldn't even
walk but I would have spent a lifetime chasing her. Now, I'm on the ropes
during the toughest battles of my life. Fighting the shadows of our past.
Fighting to reclaim my future. Fighting for her.

Fighting Solitude - Aly Martinez - 2016-01-21
I was born a fighter. Abandoned by my parents, I spent my life forging my
own path-one guided by my fists and paved with pain. Untouchable in the
ring, I destroyed everyone who faced me, but that's where my victories
ended. Outside the ropes, I repeatedly failed the few people who loved me.
Including my best friend, Liv James-the one person I'd die to protect. Even
though I didn't deserve her, Liv never stopped believing in me. Never gave
up. Never let go. After all, she understood what I'd lost, because she'd lost it
too. Liv was everything to me, but she was never truly mine. That was going
to change. I lost my first love, but I refused to lose my soulmate. Now, I'm
on the ropes during the toughest battles of my life. Fighting to be the man
she deserves. Fighting the solitude of our pasts. Fighting for her.

Fighting Shadows - Aly Martinez - 2015-06-28
I come from a family of fighters. I always thought I'd follow in their
shadows, becoming unstoppable in the ring. That changed the day I saved
the life of a woman I loved, but could never have. My brother hailed me as a
hero, and my reward was a wheelchair. Paralyzed, my life became an
inescapable nightmare. Until I met her. Ash Mabie had a heart-stopping
smile and a laugh that numbed the rage and resentment brewing inside of
me. She showed me that even the darkest night still had stars, and it didn't
matter one bit that you had to lie in the weeds to see them. I was a jaded
asshole who fell for a girl with a knack for running away. I couldn't even
walk but I would have spent a lifetime chasing her. Now, I'm on the ropes
during the toughest battles of my life. Fighting the shadows of our past.
Fighting to reclaim my future. Fighting for her.

Fighting Solitude - Aly Martinez - 2016-01-21
I was born a fighter. Abandoned by my parents, I spent my life forging my
own path-one guided by my fists and paved with pain. Untouchable in the
ring, I destroyed everyone who faced me, but that's where my victories
ended. Outside the ropes, I repeatedly failed the few people who loved me.
Including my best friend, Liv James-the one person I'd die to protect. Even
though I didn't deserve her, Liv never stopped believing in me. Never gave
up. Never let go. After all, she understood what I'd lost, because she'd lost it
too. Liv was everything to me, but she was never truly mine. That was going
to change. I lost my first love, but I refused to lose my soulmate. Now, I'm
on the ropes during the toughest battles of my life. Fighting to be the man
she deserves. Fighting the solitude of our pasts. Fighting for her.

Wreck and Order - Hannah Tennant-Moore - 2016
Sick of her abusive boyfriend and dead-end newspaper job, Elsie sets out for
adventure, traveling from California to Brooklyn to Sri Lanka in search of
experiences and human connections to help fill the perceived void in her
life.
Wreck and Order - Hannah Tennant-Moore - 2016
Sick of her abusive boyfriend and dead-end newspaper job, Elsie sets out for
adventure, traveling from California to Brooklyn to Sri Lanka in search of
experiences and human connections to help fill the perceived void in her
life.

Fighting Shadows - Aly Martinez - 2015-06-28
I come from a family of fighters. I always thought I'd follow in their
shadows, becoming unstoppable in the ring. That changed the day I saved
the life of a woman I loved, but could never have. My brother hailed me as a
hero, and my reward was a wheelchair. Paralyzed, my life became an
inescapable nightmare. Until I met her. Ash Mabie had a heart-stopping
smile and a laugh that numbed the rage and resentment brewing inside of
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To the outside world, my life is perfect. I'm young and rich, and some may
even say I'm beautiful. But I would give anything to be somebody else
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the grains of truth from the chaff propaganda of Empire capitalism or racist
name is Lola Van Allen, and there's no easy way to say it, butI'm dying.
When my doctors reveal all hope is lost, I decide to spend the time I have
left sharing my experience at Strawberry Fields, a summer camp for
terminally ill children. No matter my fate, I yearn to make a difference.
Things are quiet and slow-moving until I meet him. Dr. Roman Archibald.
From the moment our lives entwine, he pushes me until breaking point. But
for someone who has nothing left to lose, I push back twice as hard. Roman
challenges me in ways I never imagined, revealing things aren't always
what they seem. This is my storyand how I got a second chance at life.

because after being extraordinary all my life, all I wish for issilence. My
/ sectarian Christian bible dogma that was the self-serving mindset of the
white land-takers. Batman and Fawkner’s land-hunting deals with local
koori’s along with the re-emergence of the remarkable wild white castaway
Buckley made their mark on the first settlement at Melbourne. The focus
widens in 1836 with Surveyor-General Major Mitchell’s and his Wuradjuri
guides ‘conquering the interior’ from the Murray near Mildura to the
Western District at Portland and then back north-east across the state to the
Murray upstream at Albury. His wheel tracks opened up Victoria from the
north. First contact race interactions at Port Phillip and the notion of
cultural-coexistence during the first five years leads to the role of
‘successful battler’ and publican Fawkner in the colonial invasion process
from Kulin country to sheep-run to city. Sounding 1 then winds up with
Melbourne’s first executions and descriptions of Port Phillip as the money
melting pot forming the Melbourne hub of world capitalism. Twentieth
century academic studies now identify native religion, language zones,
tribal locations and clan heads at the time of dispossession by pirate
capitalism. In describing the Australian land-rush the chapter echoes
oscillate between history, sociology, race theory, trade and class wars,
whaling and sealing, imperialism and the monopoly East India Company
army mates all pitted against the ‘vanishing race’ of hunter-gathering
‘savages’. The dispossession was virtually complete in Victoria before the
1850’s gold rushes transformed the sheep-runs into banker’s dividend
wealth for the ‘winners’. Sounding 2: DISPOSSESSION AT MELBOURNE:
Sounding 2 unfolds gently with a wistful early Melbourne memoir involving
Batman’s lost lawyer Gellibrand in 1836 but then we confront the frontier
‘kill or be killed’ point of necessity. The violent life, times and fate of mass
murderer Fred Taylor who was first employed as overseer for banker
Swanston’s Bellarine peninsula land-grab sets the local dispossession tone.
Taylor’s repeated atrocities today exposes a credibility gap in Oz – between
civilized progress and slaughter, that now looms over all else in Victoria’s
birth as an independent state in 1851. The winter of 1837 saw the first
violent death of a white squatter and his servant by ‘savage natives’ northwest of Williamstown at Mt Cotterell. Town leaders such as Fawkner and
‘police chief’ Henry Batman formed a posse that also included clan heads
from both the Melbourne and Geelong tribal areas. Buckley refused to take

Beyond The Roses - Monica James - 2020-11-11
To the outside world, my life is perfect. I'm young and rich, and some may
even say I'm beautiful. But I would give anything to be somebody else
because after being extraordinary all my life, all I wish for issilence. My
name is Lola Van Allen, and there's no easy way to say it, butI'm dying.
When my doctors reveal all hope is lost, I decide to spend the time I have
left sharing my experience at Strawberry Fields, a summer camp for
terminally ill children. No matter my fate, I yearn to make a difference.
Things are quiet and slow-moving until I meet him. Dr. Roman Archibald.
From the moment our lives entwine, he pushes me until breaking point. But
for someone who has nothing left to lose, I push back twice as hard. Roman
challenges me in ways I never imagined, revealing things aren't always
what they seem. This is my storyand how I got a second chance at life.
BUCKLEY, BATMAN & MYNDIE: Echoes of the Victorian cultureclash frontier - - 2021-01-01
Sounding 1: BEFORE 1840 The notes, journals and characters of Aboriginal
Protectors William Thomas and his Chief George Robinson form the
backbone of this compilation. With this ethnographic material we learn
something of the Kulin worldview into this mostly white-fella history.
Sounding 1: Before 1840 describes the initial British and European
experiences, events, observations, intentions, self-serving judgements,
ignorance, naivete, treachery and so on when they found Oz and proclaimed
the continent theirs by the now obvious fiction of terra nullius – Latin
legalese for ‘land belonging to no people’. The reader may enjoy separating
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Western District at Portland and then back north-east across the state to the
standards expressed in Batman’s treaty deed. This revenge slaughter and
destruction of ‘villages’ by the white invaders forced the Sydney
government to investigate and so began administering ‘law and order’ at
Port Phillip. By 1838 Sydney trumped Batman’s land-grab and the penal
government of NSW on the one hand executing eight ‘whites’ for killing
what the newspapers called ‘savages’, while on the other hand providing
sufficient speedy cavalry to tackle black resistance in Victoria at places such
as west of Colac and near Benalla after the Faithfull massacre. The arrival
in 1839 of first governor La Trobe and the Aboriginal Protectorate plan then
unfolds the development of town civic structures while tribal life
disintegrates. Government and private measures to ‘tame the naked
Melbourne natives’ culminated with the dawn Merri Creek round-up in
October 1840 of hundreds of Kulins by Major Lettsom’s redcoats and
townsmen. This appears as the death blow to tribal life, and with the first
shiploads of migrating British colonists arriving in 1841, near genocide for
the Kulin, Mara, Kurnai and Murray River first-peoples.

part in the vigilante party and its punitive actions belied the humanitarian
Murray upstream at Albury. His wheel tracks opened up Victoria from the
north. First contact race interactions at Port Phillip and the notion of
cultural-coexistence during the first five years leads to the role of
‘successful battler’ and publican Fawkner in the colonial invasion process
from Kulin country to sheep-run to city. Sounding 1 then winds up with
Melbourne’s first executions and descriptions of Port Phillip as the money
melting pot forming the Melbourne hub of world capitalism. Twentieth
century academic studies now identify native religion, language zones,
tribal locations and clan heads at the time of dispossession by pirate
capitalism. In describing the Australian land-rush the chapter echoes
oscillate between history, sociology, race theory, trade and class wars,
whaling and sealing, imperialism and the monopoly East India Company
army mates all pitted against the ‘vanishing race’ of hunter-gathering
‘savages’. The dispossession was virtually complete in Victoria before the
1850’s gold rushes transformed the sheep-runs into banker’s dividend
wealth for the ‘winners’. Sounding 2: DISPOSSESSION AT MELBOURNE:
Sounding 2 unfolds gently with a wistful early Melbourne memoir involving
Batman’s lost lawyer Gellibrand in 1836 but then we confront the frontier
‘kill or be killed’ point of necessity. The violent life, times and fate of mass
murderer Fred Taylor who was first employed as overseer for banker
Swanston’s Bellarine peninsula land-grab sets the local dispossession tone.
Taylor’s repeated atrocities today exposes a credibility gap in Oz – between
civilized progress and slaughter, that now looms over all else in Victoria’s
birth as an independent state in 1851. The winter of 1837 saw the first
violent death of a white squatter and his servant by ‘savage natives’ northwest of Williamstown at Mt Cotterell. Town leaders such as Fawkner and
‘police chief’ Henry Batman formed a posse that also included clan heads
from both the Melbourne and Geelong tribal areas. Buckley refused to take
part in the vigilante party and its punitive actions belied the humanitarian
standards expressed in Batman’s treaty deed. This revenge slaughter and
destruction of ‘villages’ by the white invaders forced the Sydney
government to investigate and so began administering ‘law and order’ at
Port Phillip. By 1838 Sydney trumped Batman’s land-grab and the penal
government of NSW on the one hand executing eight ‘whites’ for killing
what the newspapers called ‘savages’, while on the other hand providing

BUCKLEY, BATMAN & MYNDIE: Echoes of the Victorian cultureclash frontier - - 2021-01-01
Sounding 1: BEFORE 1840 The notes, journals and characters of Aboriginal
Protectors William Thomas and his Chief George Robinson form the
backbone of this compilation. With this ethnographic material we learn
something of the Kulin worldview into this mostly white-fella history.
Sounding 1: Before 1840 describes the initial British and European
experiences, events, observations, intentions, self-serving judgements,
ignorance, naivete, treachery and so on when they found Oz and proclaimed
the continent theirs by the now obvious fiction of terra nullius – Latin
legalese for ‘land belonging to no people’. The reader may enjoy separating
the grains of truth from the chaff propaganda of Empire capitalism or racist
/ sectarian Christian bible dogma that was the self-serving mindset of the
white land-takers. Batman and Fawkner’s land-hunting deals with local
koori’s along with the re-emergence of the remarkable wild white castaway
Buckley made their mark on the first settlement at Melbourne. The focus
widens in 1836 with Surveyor-General Major Mitchell’s and his Wuradjuri
guides ‘conquering the interior’ from the Murray near Mildura to the
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sufficient speedy cavalry to tackle black resistance in Victoria at places such
Echoes of Ellen - Bf Oswald - 2020-01-21
Hidden under his late wife Ellen's bed, Bill Lewis finds four boxes of stories
she wrote during their marriage that he knew nothing about; stories that
reminded him of people they knew, places they had been, and events they
had shared during their life together and that became for him echoes of
Ellen.

as west of Colac and near Benalla after the Faithfull massacre. The arrival
in 1839 of first governor La Trobe and the Aboriginal Protectorate plan then
unfolds the development of town civic structures while tribal life
disintegrates. Government and private measures to ‘tame the naked
Melbourne natives’ culminated with the dawn Merri Creek round-up in
October 1840 of hundreds of Kulins by Major Lettsom’s redcoats and
townsmen. This appears as the death blow to tribal life, and with the first
shiploads of migrating British colonists arriving in 1841, near genocide for
the Kulin, Mara, Kurnai and Murray River first-peoples.

Echoes of Ellen - Bf Oswald - 2020-01-21
Hidden under his late wife Ellen's bed, Bill Lewis finds four boxes of stories
she wrote during their marriage that he knew nothing about; stories that
reminded him of people they knew, places they had been, and events they
had shared during their life together and that became for him echoes of
Ellen.

Savor Me: a Novella - Aly Martinez - 2014-05-14
I lost my virginity at age thirteen. I know what you're thinking, and the
answer is no. I wasn't raped or molested. Nothing horrible happened to me.
I don't have a daddy complex, or a shit life that I need to be rescued from. I
just happen to like boysa lot. I like them all. Tall, short, skinny, buff, light
hair, or dark, I don't discriminate. I realized early on that one man wasn't
enough for me. It's a simple mathematical fact. Why have one man when
you can have two? Any more than two gets complicated. Hell, half the time
even two gets complicated. But it's worth it. Sometimes every woman has to
make an exception though, two crappy losers or one smoking hot man. The
night I laid eyes on Hunter Coy, I made my choice. At least until he
introduced me to Mason Wynn.

And the Mountains Echoed - Khaled Hosseini - 2013-10-10
So, then. You want a story and I will tell you one Afghanistan, 1952.
Abdullah and his sister Pari live in the small village of Shadbagh. To
Abdullah, Pari, as beautiful and sweet-natured as the fairy for which she
was named, is everything. More like a parent than a brother, Abdullah will
do anything for her, even trading his only pair of shoes for a feather for her
treasured collection. Each night they sleep together in their cot, their skulls
touching, their limbs tangled. One day the siblings journey across the desert
to Kabul with their father. Pari and Abdullah have no sense of the fate that
awaits them there, for the event which unfolds will tear their lives apart;
sometimes a finger must be cut to save the hand. Crossing generations and
continents, moving from Kabul, to Paris, to San Francisco, to the Greek
island of Tinos, Khaled Hosseini writes about the bonds that define us and
shape our lives, and how the choices we make resonate through history.

Savor Me: a Novella - Aly Martinez - 2014-05-14
I lost my virginity at age thirteen. I know what you're thinking, and the
answer is no. I wasn't raped or molested. Nothing horrible happened to me.
I don't have a daddy complex, or a shit life that I need to be rescued from. I
just happen to like boysa lot. I like them all. Tall, short, skinny, buff, light
hair, or dark, I don't discriminate. I realized early on that one man wasn't
enough for me. It's a simple mathematical fact. Why have one man when
you can have two? Any more than two gets complicated. Hell, half the time
even two gets complicated. But it's worth it. Sometimes every woman has to
make an exception though, two crappy losers or one smoking hot man. The
night I laid eyes on Hunter Coy, I made my choice. At least until he
introduced me to Mason Wynn.
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And the Mountains Echoed - Khaled Hosseini - 2013-10-10
So, then. You want a story and I will tell you one Afghanistan, 1952.
Abdullah and his sister Pari live in the small village of Shadbagh. To
Abdullah, Pari, as beautiful and sweet-natured as the fairy for which she
was named, is everything. More like a parent than a brother, Abdullah will
do anything for her, even trading his only pair of shoes for a feather for her
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treasured collection. Each night they sleep together in their cot, their skulls
The “It” book you absolutely must pack in your beach bag—an addictively
juicy novel of celebrity love gone wrong. • An EW Best Book of 2015 for the
Pop Culture Fanatic in Your Life • “Readers who come for the dirt, real or
imagined, won’t be disappointed; there’s plenty of gold in these True
Hollywood hills.” —Entertainment Weekly Chosen as a Great Summer Read
by: • USA Today • People Magazine • Entertainment Weekly • Good
Housekeeping • Cosmopolitan • Vogue.com • The Hollywood Reporter •
“[A] delicious beach read.” —People Magazine “A hilarious, tabloid-trashing
gotcha novel.” —Vanity Fair “A juicy work of shocking betrayal.” —Us
Weekly “I’ve had a million meetings in my acting career, and I had no idea
that this would be the one that would change my life forever. I walked into
the room, and there was Rob . . . in the flesh.” Actress Lizzie Pepper was
America’s Girl Next Door and her marriage to Hollywood mega-star Rob
Mars was tabloid gold—a whirlwind romance and an elaborate celebritystudded wedding landed them on the cover of every celebrity weekly. But
fame, beauty, and wealth weren’t enough to keep their marriage together.
Hollywood’s “It” couple are over—and now Lizzie is going to tell her side of
the story. Celebrity ghostwriter Hilary Liftin chronicles the tabloids’ favorite
marriage as Lizzie Pepper realizes that, when the curtain falls, her romance
isn’t what she and everyone else thought. From her lonely holidays in
sumptuous villas to her husband’s deep commitment to a disconcertingly
repressive mind-body group, Lizzie reveals a side of fame that her fans
never get to see. Full of twists and turns, Movie Star by Lizzie Pepper is a
breathless journey to the heights of Hollywood power and royalty and a life
in the spotlight that is nearly impossible to escape.

Movie Star by Lizzie Pepper - Hilary Liftin - 2015-07-21
touching, their limbs tangled. One day the siblings journey across the desert
to Kabul with their father. Pari and Abdullah have no sense of the fate that
awaits them there, for the event which unfolds will tear their lives apart;
sometimes a finger must be cut to save the hand. Crossing generations and
continents, moving from Kabul, to Paris, to San Francisco, to the Greek
island of Tinos, Khaled Hosseini writes about the bonds that define us and
shape our lives, and how the choices we make resonate through history.
Movie Star by Lizzie Pepper - Hilary Liftin - 2015-07-21
The “It” book you absolutely must pack in your beach bag—an addictively
juicy novel of celebrity love gone wrong. • An EW Best Book of 2015 for the
Pop Culture Fanatic in Your Life • “Readers who come for the dirt, real or
imagined, won’t be disappointed; there’s plenty of gold in these True
Hollywood hills.” —Entertainment Weekly Chosen as a Great Summer Read
by: • USA Today • People Magazine • Entertainment Weekly • Good
Housekeeping • Cosmopolitan • Vogue.com • The Hollywood Reporter •
“[A] delicious beach read.” —People Magazine “A hilarious, tabloid-trashing
gotcha novel.” —Vanity Fair “A juicy work of shocking betrayal.” —Us
Weekly “I’ve had a million meetings in my acting career, and I had no idea
that this would be the one that would change my life forever. I walked into
the room, and there was Rob . . . in the flesh.” Actress Lizzie Pepper was
America’s Girl Next Door and her marriage to Hollywood mega-star Rob
Mars was tabloid gold—a whirlwind romance and an elaborate celebritystudded wedding landed them on the cover of every celebrity weekly. But
fame, beauty, and wealth weren’t enough to keep their marriage together.
Hollywood’s “It” couple are over—and now Lizzie is going to tell her side of
the story. Celebrity ghostwriter Hilary Liftin chronicles the tabloids’ favorite
marriage as Lizzie Pepper realizes that, when the curtain falls, her romance
isn’t what she and everyone else thought. From her lonely holidays in
sumptuous villas to her husband’s deep commitment to a disconcertingly
repressive mind-body group, Lizzie reveals a side of fame that her fans
never get to see. Full of twists and turns, Movie Star by Lizzie Pepper is a
breathless journey to the heights of Hollywood power and royalty and a life
in the spotlight that is nearly impossible to escape.
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Echo - Thomas Olde Heuvelt - 2022-02-08
From international bestselling sensation Thomas Olde Heuvelt comes Echo,
a thrilling descent into madness and obsession as one man confronts
nature—and something even more ancient and evil answers back. “A
compulsive page-turner mixing supernatural survival horror and
adventure.” —Paul Tremblay, author of A Head Full of Ghosts and The
Pallbearers' Club Nature is calling—but they shouldn't have answered.
Travel journalist and mountaineer Nick Grevers awakes from a coma to find
that his climbing buddy, Augustin, is missing and presumed dead. Nick’s
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Published in association with the United States Holocaust Memorial
bandages and unable to speak, Nick claims amnesia—but he remembers
everything. He remembers how he and Augustin were mysteriously drawn
to the Maudit, a remote and scarcely documented peak in the Swiss Alps.
He remembers how the slopes of Maudit were eerily quiet, and how, when
they entered its valley, they got the ominous sense that they were not alone.
He remembers: something was waiting for them But it isn’t just the memory
of the accident that haunts Nick. Something has awakened inside of him,
something that endangers the lives of everyone around him It’s one thing to
lose your life. It’s another to lose your soul. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

own injuries are as extensive as they are horrifying. His face wrapped in
Museum, a riveting story of Jewish families seeking to escape Nazi
Germany. In 1938, on the eve of World War II, the American journalist
Dorothy Thompson wrote that "a piece of paper with a stamp on it" was "the
difference between life and death." The Unwanted is the intimate account of
a small village on the edge of the Black Forest whose Jewish families
desperately pursued American visas to flee the Nazis. Battling formidable
bureaucratic obstacles, some make it to the United States while others are
unable to obtain the necessary documents. Some are murdered in
Auschwitz, their applications for American visas still "pending." Drawing on
previously unpublished letters, diaries, interviews, and visa records,
Michael Dobbs provides an illuminating account of America's response to
the refugee crisis of the 1930s and 1940s. He describes the deportation of
German Jews to France in October 1940, along with their continuing quest
for American visas. And he re-creates the heated debates among U.S.
officials over whether or not to admit refugees amid growing concerns
about "fifth columnists," at a time when the American public was deeply
isolationist, xenophobic, and antisemitic. A Holocaust story that is both
German and American, The Unwanted vividly captures the experiences of a
small community struggling to survive amid tumultuous world events.

Echo - Thomas Olde Heuvelt - 2022-02-08
From international bestselling sensation Thomas Olde Heuvelt comes Echo,
a thrilling descent into madness and obsession as one man confronts
nature—and something even more ancient and evil answers back. “A
compulsive page-turner mixing supernatural survival horror and
adventure.” —Paul Tremblay, author of A Head Full of Ghosts and The
Pallbearers' Club Nature is calling—but they shouldn't have answered.
Travel journalist and mountaineer Nick Grevers awakes from a coma to find
that his climbing buddy, Augustin, is missing and presumed dead. Nick’s
own injuries are as extensive as they are horrifying. His face wrapped in
bandages and unable to speak, Nick claims amnesia—but he remembers
everything. He remembers how he and Augustin were mysteriously drawn
to the Maudit, a remote and scarcely documented peak in the Swiss Alps.
He remembers how the slopes of Maudit were eerily quiet, and how, when
they entered its valley, they got the ominous sense that they were not alone.
He remembers: something was waiting for them But it isn’t just the memory
of the accident that haunts Nick. Something has awakened inside of him,
something that endangers the lives of everyone around him It’s one thing to
lose your life. It’s another to lose your soul. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

The Unwanted - Michael Dobbs - 2019-04-02
Published in association with the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum, a riveting story of Jewish families seeking to escape Nazi
Germany. In 1938, on the eve of World War II, the American journalist
Dorothy Thompson wrote that "a piece of paper with a stamp on it" was "the
difference between life and death." The Unwanted is the intimate account of
a small village on the edge of the Black Forest whose Jewish families
desperately pursued American visas to flee the Nazis. Battling formidable
bureaucratic obstacles, some make it to the United States while others are
unable to obtain the necessary documents. Some are murdered in
Auschwitz, their applications for American visas still "pending." Drawing on
previously unpublished letters, diaries, interviews, and visa records,
Michael Dobbs provides an illuminating account of America's response to
the refugee crisis of the 1930s and 1940s. He describes the deportation of
German Jews to France in October 1940, along with their continuing quest

The Unwanted - Michael Dobbs - 2019-04-02
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criminals has just added Jarli to their hit list. Sometimes, exposing the truth
officials over whether or not to admit refugees amid growing concerns
about "fifth columnists," at a time when the American public was deeply
isolationist, xenophobic, and antisemitic. A Holocaust story that is both
German and American, The Unwanted vividly captures the experiences of a
small community struggling to survive amid tumultuous world events.

for American visas. And he re-creates the heated debates among U.S.
comes with a price…
From the Embers - Aly Martinez - 2021-04-22
From USA Today Bestselling Author Aly Martinez comes a new heartstopping standalone romance. In the aftermath of tragedy, it's strange the
things you remember. The deafening boom as the house exploded.The
paralyzing fear as I searched for my wife.The blinding smoke burning my
eyes as I carried her out. But carved into my soul for the rest of my days
would be the earth-shattering realization that the woman in my arms wasn't
my wife. Bree and I were the only survivors-not that either of us were truly
living after that night. As a single dad with nowhere else to go, I moved into
her guest house. And somehow, through the guilt and grief, we forged an
unlikely team.It took years, but I watched the gradual return of her smileslow and life-altering.The two of us could sit outside for hours, talking about
nothing, and it filled the massive hole in my chest with new life. I may have
carried her out of that fire, but the truth was, Bree saved me.As we healed,
the secrets and lies of the past smoldered in the ashes, threatening to ignite
again. Our love was born from the embers, and together we would go up in
flames.

Echoes - Laura K. Curtis - 2017-10-20
Echoes - Laura K. Curtis - 2017-10-20
The Truth App - Jack Heath - 2021-02-23
“A swift, intense page-turner.” —BCCB In this pulse-pounding tech-thriller,
Jack Heath creates a world where everyone knows when you lie—and telling
the truth doesn’t always set you free. Jarli likes to think he’s an honest guy.
He’s a big believer in telling the truth, no matter what. So he develops The
Truth App, a mobile application that listens in on your conversations and
can tell when someone’s lying. Then his app goes viral and, suddenly, Jarli is
an internet sensation. But, soon enough, Jarli realizes that being famous can
be dangerous—especially when you’ve just exposed everyone’s deepest,
darkest secrets. Now his entire town is out to get him: kids at school,
teachers, the police, even his own family. Also, an underground network of
criminals has just added Jarli to their hit list. Sometimes, exposing the truth
comes with a price…

From the Embers - Aly Martinez - 2021-04-22
From USA Today Bestselling Author Aly Martinez comes a new heartstopping standalone romance. In the aftermath of tragedy, it's strange the
things you remember. The deafening boom as the house exploded.The
paralyzing fear as I searched for my wife.The blinding smoke burning my
eyes as I carried her out. But carved into my soul for the rest of my days
would be the earth-shattering realization that the woman in my arms wasn't
my wife. Bree and I were the only survivors-not that either of us were truly
living after that night. As a single dad with nowhere else to go, I moved into
her guest house. And somehow, through the guilt and grief, we forged an
unlikely team.It took years, but I watched the gradual return of her smileslow and life-altering.The two of us could sit outside for hours, talking about
nothing, and it filled the massive hole in my chest with new life. I may have
carried her out of that fire, but the truth was, Bree saved me.As we healed,
the secrets and lies of the past smoldered in the ashes, threatening to ignite

The Truth App - Jack Heath - 2021-02-23
“A swift, intense page-turner.” —BCCB In this pulse-pounding tech-thriller,
Jack Heath creates a world where everyone knows when you lie—and telling
the truth doesn’t always set you free. Jarli likes to think he’s an honest guy.
He’s a big believer in telling the truth, no matter what. So he develops The
Truth App, a mobile application that listens in on your conversations and
can tell when someone’s lying. Then his app goes viral and, suddenly, Jarli is
an internet sensation. But, soon enough, Jarli realizes that being famous can
be dangerous—especially when you’ve just exposed everyone’s deepest,
darkest secrets. Now his entire town is out to get him: kids at school,
teachers, the police, even his own family. Also, an underground network of
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Eventually, every hidden thing is found. Elise knows every inch of the
flames.

again. Our love was born from the embers, and together we would go up in
house. She knows which boards will creak. She knows where the gaps are in
the walls. She knows which parts can take her in, hide her away. It’s home,
after all. The home her parents made for her, before they were taken from
her in a car crash. And home is where you stay, no matter what. Eddie is a
teenager trying to forget about the girl he sometimes sees out of the corner
of his eye. But when his hotheaded older brother senses her, too, they are
faced with the question of how to get rid of someone they aren’t sure even
exists. And as they try to cast her out, they unwittingly bring an unexpected
and far more real threat to their doorstep. Written with grace and enormous
heart, Girl in the Walls is a novel about carrying on through grief, forging
unconventional friendships, and realizing, little by little, that we don’t need
to fear what we do not understand.

The Arriviste - James Wallenstein - 2011
Finding his life in disarray after the death of his son and the disintegration
of his marriage, investment banker Neil Fox's misery increases after Bud
Younger moves in next door and draws Neil into his world.
The Arriviste - James Wallenstein - 2011
Finding his life in disarray after the death of his son and the disintegration
of his marriage, investment banker Neil Fox's misery increases after Bud
Younger moves in next door and draws Neil into his world.
A Great Place to Have a War - Joshua Kurlantzick - 2017-01-24
1960. President Eisenhower was focused on Laos, a tiny Southeast Asian
nation. Washington feared the country would fall to communism, triggering
a domino effect in the rest of Southeast Asia. In January 1961, Eisenhower
approved the CIA's Operation Momentum, a plan to create a proxy army of
ethnic Hmong to fight communist forces in Laos. Kurlantzick shows how the
brutal war lasted nearly two decades, killed one-tenth of Laos's total
population, and changed the nature of the CIA forever.

Girl in the Walls - A. J. Gnuse - 2021-05-11
“A riveting, astonishing, and flat-out gorgeous debut.”-- Nina de Gramont,
author of The Christie Affair A mesmerizing and suspenseful coming-of-age
novel about an orphan hiding within the walls of her former family
home—and about what it means to be truly seen after becoming lost in life
Eventually, every hidden thing is found. Elise knows every inch of the
house. She knows which boards will creak. She knows where the gaps are in
the walls. She knows which parts can take her in, hide her away. It’s home,
after all. The home her parents made for her, before they were taken from
her in a car crash. And home is where you stay, no matter what. Eddie is a
teenager trying to forget about the girl he sometimes sees out of the corner
of his eye. But when his hotheaded older brother senses her, too, they are
faced with the question of how to get rid of someone they aren’t sure even
exists. And as they try to cast her out, they unwittingly bring an unexpected
and far more real threat to their doorstep. Written with grace and enormous
heart, Girl in the Walls is a novel about carrying on through grief, forging
unconventional friendships, and realizing, little by little, that we don’t need
to fear what we do not understand.

A Great Place to Have a War - Joshua Kurlantzick - 2017-01-24
1960. President Eisenhower was focused on Laos, a tiny Southeast Asian
nation. Washington feared the country would fall to communism, triggering
a domino effect in the rest of Southeast Asia. In January 1961, Eisenhower
approved the CIA's Operation Momentum, a plan to create a proxy army of
ethnic Hmong to fight communist forces in Laos. Kurlantzick shows how the
brutal war lasted nearly two decades, killed one-tenth of Laos's total
population, and changed the nature of the CIA forever.
Girl in the Walls - A. J. Gnuse - 2021-05-11
“A riveting, astonishing, and flat-out gorgeous debut.”-- Nina de Gramont,
author of The Christie Affair A mesmerizing and suspenseful coming-of-age
novel about an orphan hiding within the walls of her former family
home—and about what it means to be truly seen after becoming lost in life
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Harvest - Jim Crace - 2013-02-12
SHORT-LISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE A Christian Science
Monitor Best Book of the Year On the morning after harvest, the inhabitants
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Wall-E meets Hatchet in this New York Times bestselling illustrated middle
rest and feasting at their landowner's table. But the sky is marred by two
conspicuous columns of smoke, replacing pleasurable anticipation with
alarm and suspicion. One smoke column is the result of an overnight fire
that has damaged the master's outbuildings. The second column rises from
the wooded edge of the village, sent up by newcomers to announce their
presence. In the minds of the wary villagers a mere coincidence of events
appears to be unlikely, with violent confrontation looming as the
unavoidable outcome. Meanwhile, another newcomer has recently been
spotted taking careful notes and making drawings of the land. It is his
presence more than any other that will threaten the village's entire way of
life. In effortless and tender prose, Jim Crace details the unraveling of a
pastoral idyll in the wake of economic progress. His tale is timeless and
unsettling, framed by a beautifully evoked world that will linger in your
memory long after you finish reading.

of a remote English village awaken looking forward to a hard-earned day of
grade novel from Caldecott Honor winner Peter Brown Can a robot survive
in the wilderness? When robot Roz opens her eyes for the first time, she
discovers that she is all alone on a remote, wild island. She has no idea how
she got there or what her purpose is--but she knows she needs to survive.
After battling a violent storm and escaping a vicious bear attack, she
realizes that her only hope for survival is to adapt to her surroundings and
learn from the island's unwelcoming animal inhabitants. As Roz slowly
befriends the animals, the island starts to feel like home--until, one day, the
robot's mysterious past comes back to haunt her. From bestselling and
award-winning author and illustrator Peter Brown comes a heartwarming
and action-packed novel about what happens when nature and technology
collide.
The Wild Robot - Peter Brown - 2016-04-19
Wall-E meets Hatchet in this New York Times bestselling illustrated middle
grade novel from Caldecott Honor winner Peter Brown Can a robot survive
in the wilderness? When robot Roz opens her eyes for the first time, she
discovers that she is all alone on a remote, wild island. She has no idea how
she got there or what her purpose is--but she knows she needs to survive.
After battling a violent storm and escaping a vicious bear attack, she
realizes that her only hope for survival is to adapt to her surroundings and
learn from the island's unwelcoming animal inhabitants. As Roz slowly
befriends the animals, the island starts to feel like home--until, one day, the
robot's mysterious past comes back to haunt her. From bestselling and
award-winning author and illustrator Peter Brown comes a heartwarming
and action-packed novel about what happens when nature and technology
collide.

Harvest - Jim Crace - 2013-02-12
SHORT-LISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE A Christian Science
Monitor Best Book of the Year On the morning after harvest, the inhabitants
of a remote English village awaken looking forward to a hard-earned day of
rest and feasting at their landowner's table. But the sky is marred by two
conspicuous columns of smoke, replacing pleasurable anticipation with
alarm and suspicion. One smoke column is the result of an overnight fire
that has damaged the master's outbuildings. The second column rises from
the wooded edge of the village, sent up by newcomers to announce their
presence. In the minds of the wary villagers a mere coincidence of events
appears to be unlikely, with violent confrontation looming as the
unavoidable outcome. Meanwhile, another newcomer has recently been
spotted taking careful notes and making drawings of the land. It is his
presence more than any other that will threaten the village's entire way of
life. In effortless and tender prose, Jim Crace details the unraveling of a
pastoral idyll in the wake of economic progress. His tale is timeless and
unsettling, framed by a beautifully evoked world that will linger in your
memory long after you finish reading.

Solitude - Robert Kull - 2010-10-05
Years after losing his lower right leg in a motorcycle crash, Robert Kull
traveled to a remote island in Patagonia's coastal wilderness with
equipment and supplies to live alone for a year. He sought to explore the
effects of deep solitude on the body and mind and to find the spiritual
answers he'd been seeking all his life. With only a cat and his thoughts as
companions, he wrestled with inner storms while the wild forces of nature

The Wild Robot - Peter Brown - 2016-04-19
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World in 1492.
of mind and spirit pushed him even further. Solitude: Seeking Wisdom in
Extremes is the diary of Kull's tumultuous year. Chronicling a life distilled to
its essence, Solitude is also a philosophical meditation on the tensions
between nature and technology, isolation and society. With humor and
brutal honesty, Kull explores the pain and longing we typically avoid in our
frantically busy lives as well as the peace and wonder that arise once we
strip away our distractions. He describes the enormous Patagonia
wilderness with poetic attention, transporting the reader directly into both
his inner and outer experiences.

raged around him. The physical challenges were immense, but the struggles
Pedro's Journal - Pam Conrad - 1992
The cabin boy on the "Santa Maria" keeps a diary which records his
experiences when he sails with Columbus on his first voyage to the New
World in 1492.
Sinner - Sierra Simone - 2018-03-15
Sinner - Sierra Simone - 2018-03-15
The Drowned Cities - Paolo Bacigalupi - 2012-05-01
Soldier boys emerged from the darkness. Guns gleamed dully. Bullet
bandoliers and scars draped their bare chests. Ugly brands scored their
faces. She knew why these soldier boys had come. She knew what they
sought, and she knew, too, that if they found it, her best friend would surely
die. In a dark future America where violence, terror, and grief touch
everyone, young refugees Mahlia and Mouse have managed to leave behind
the war-torn lands of the Drowned Cities by escaping into the jungle
outskirts. But when they discover a wounded half-man--a bioengineered war
beast named Tool--who is being hunted by a vengeful band of soldiers, their
fragile existence quickly collapses. One is taken prisoner by merciless
soldier boys, and the other is faced with an impossible decision: Risk
everything to save a friend, or flee to a place where freedom might finally
be possible. This thrilling companion to Paolo Bacigalupi's highly acclaimed
Ship Breaker is a haunting and powerful story of loyalty, survival, and heartpounding adventure.

Solitude - Robert Kull - 2010-10-05
Years after losing his lower right leg in a motorcycle crash, Robert Kull
traveled to a remote island in Patagonia's coastal wilderness with
equipment and supplies to live alone for a year. He sought to explore the
effects of deep solitude on the body and mind and to find the spiritual
answers he'd been seeking all his life. With only a cat and his thoughts as
companions, he wrestled with inner storms while the wild forces of nature
raged around him. The physical challenges were immense, but the struggles
of mind and spirit pushed him even further. Solitude: Seeking Wisdom in
Extremes is the diary of Kull's tumultuous year. Chronicling a life distilled to
its essence, Solitude is also a philosophical meditation on the tensions
between nature and technology, isolation and society. With humor and
brutal honesty, Kull explores the pain and longing we typically avoid in our
frantically busy lives as well as the peace and wonder that arise once we
strip away our distractions. He describes the enormous Patagonia
wilderness with poetic attention, transporting the reader directly into both
his inner and outer experiences.

The Drowned Cities - Paolo Bacigalupi - 2012-05-01
Soldier boys emerged from the darkness. Guns gleamed dully. Bullet
bandoliers and scars draped their bare chests. Ugly brands scored their
faces. She knew why these soldier boys had come. She knew what they
sought, and she knew, too, that if they found it, her best friend would surely
die. In a dark future America where violence, terror, and grief touch
everyone, young refugees Mahlia and Mouse have managed to leave behind
the war-torn lands of the Drowned Cities by escaping into the jungle

Chasing Butterflies - Ashley Bisman - 2021-06-22
Chasing Butterflies - Ashley Bisman - 2021-06-22
Pedro's Journal - Pam Conrad - 1992
The cabin boy on the "Santa Maria" keeps a diary which records his
experiences when he sails with Columbus on his first voyage to the New
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almost. For a year, alcohol, drugs, and faces without names have kept him
beast named Tool--who is being hunted by a vengeful band of soldiers, their
fragile existence quickly collapses. One is taken prisoner by merciless
soldier boys, and the other is faced with an impossible decision: Risk
everything to save a friend, or flee to a place where freedom might finally
be possible. This thrilling companion to Paolo Bacigalupi's highly acclaimed
Ship Breaker is a haunting and powerful story of loyalty, survival, and heartpounding adventure.

outskirts. But when they discover a wounded half-man--a bioengineered war
company. But he has two friends who refuse to give up on him, and they
lock him up in his house in an attempt to save him from himself. Though,
never underestimate an addict's desire to see the bottom of another bottle.
Remy escapes, and he doesn't give a rat's ass that he's nearly naked. This is
the sequel to Aftermath, where Cam and Austin met, struggled, and fell in
love. Outcome takes us back to Bakersfield with Chase and Remy's story.
Fueled by anger, guilt, and shame, they're not off to an easy start. But it's
only a matter of time before they learn how much they need each other in
order to move on.

Outcome - Cara Dee - 2016-06-03
Three years ago, Chase Gallardo ran toward freedom with his fellow
survivors after having spent five months in captivity. He hasn't stopped
running since. Only now, it's the memories he's constantly trying to escape.
Haunting echoes of a man who forced Chase to play the part of another, the
kidnapper's younger brother. Chase may have survived, but that doesn't
mean he's really living. Until one day, when his employee tells him there's a
man sitting at the bar, wearing only underwear. Remy Stahl has given upalmost. For a year, alcohol, drugs, and faces without names have kept him
company. But he has two friends who refuse to give up on him, and they
lock him up in his house in an attempt to save him from himself. Though,
never underestimate an addict's desire to see the bottom of another bottle.
Remy escapes, and he doesn't give a rat's ass that he's nearly naked. This is
the sequel to Aftermath, where Cam and Austin met, struggled, and fell in
love. Outcome takes us back to Bakersfield with Chase and Remy's story.
Fueled by anger, guilt, and shame, they're not off to an easy start. But it's
only a matter of time before they learn how much they need each other in
order to move on.

Carry On, Mr. Bowditch - Jean Lee Latham - 2003
After finding a way to teach the ship's crew members to understand
navigation, Nat, a self-taught mathematician and astronomer in eighteenthcentury Salem, Massachusetts, writes down his explanations and compiles
them into "The American Practical Navigator," also known as the "Sailors'
Bible."
Carry On, Mr. Bowditch - Jean Lee Latham - 2003
After finding a way to teach the ship's crew members to understand
navigation, Nat, a self-taught mathematician and astronomer in eighteenthcentury Salem, Massachusetts, writes down his explanations and compiles
them into "The American Practical Navigator," also known as the "Sailors'
Bible."
Down the River Unto the Sea - Walter Mosley - 2018-02-22
Winner of the RBA Prize for Crime Writing Joe King Oliver was one of the
NYPD's finest investigators until, dispatched to arrest a well-heeled car
thief, he is framed for assault, a charge that lands him in the notorious
Rikers Island prison. A decade later, King is a private detective, running his
agency with the help of his teenage daughter, Aja-Denise. When he receives
a card in the mail from the woman who admits she was paid by someone in
the NYPD to frame him all those years ago, King realises that he has no
choice but to take his own case: figuring out who on the force wanted him
disposed of - and why. At the same time, King must investigate the case of
black radical journalist Leonard Compton, aka A Free Man, accused of

Outcome - Cara Dee - 2016-06-03
Three years ago, Chase Gallardo ran toward freedom with his fellow
survivors after having spent five months in captivity. He hasn't stopped
running since. Only now, it's the memories he's constantly trying to escape.
Haunting echoes of a man who forced Chase to play the part of another, the
kidnapper's younger brother. Chase may have survived, but that doesn't
mean he's really living. Until one day, when his employee tells him there's a
man sitting at the bar, wearing only underwear. Remy Stahl has given up-
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government. The work is therefore of great historiographical interest.
traffic drugs and women into the city's poorest neighbourhoods. In pursuit
of justice, our hero must beat dirty cops and even dirtier bankers. All the
while, two lives hang in the balance: Compton's, and King's own.

killing two on-duty police officers who had been abusing their badges to
The Taking of Hong Kong - Susanna Hoe - 2013-10-11
Relations between Britain and China have, for over 150 years, been
inextricably bound up with the taking of Hong Kong Island on 26 January
1841. The man responsible, Britain's plenipotentiary Captain Charles Elliot,
was recalled by his government in disgrace and has been vilified ever since
by China. This book describes the taking of Hong Kong from Elliot's point of
view for the first time '- through the personal letters of himself and his wife
Clara '- and shows a man of intelligence, conscience and humanitarian
instincts. The book gives new insights into Sino-British relations of the
period. Because these are now being re-assessed both historically and for
the future, revelations about Elliot's role, intentions and analysis are
significant and could make an important difference to our understanding of
the dynamics of these relations. On a different level, the book explores how
Charles the private man, with his wife by his side, experienced events,
rather than how Elliot the public figure reported them to the British
government. The work is therefore of great historiographical interest.
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Rikers Island prison. A decade later, King is a private detective, running his
agency with the help of his teenage daughter, Aja-Denise. When he receives
a card in the mail from the woman who admits she was paid by someone in
the NYPD to frame him all those years ago, King realises that he has no
choice but to take his own case: figuring out who on the force wanted him
disposed of - and why. At the same time, King must investigate the case of
black radical journalist Leonard Compton, aka A Free Man, accused of
killing two on-duty police officers who had been abusing their badges to
traffic drugs and women into the city's poorest neighbourhoods. In pursuit
of justice, our hero must beat dirty cops and even dirtier bankers. All the
while, two lives hang in the balance: Compton's, and King's own.

Ocean's Echo - Everina Maxwell - 2022-11-01
Ocean's Echo is a stand-alone space adventure about a bond that will
change the fate of worlds, set in the same universe as Everina Maxwell's hit
debut, Winter's Orbit. Rich socialite, inveterate flirt, and walking disaster
Tennalhin Halkana can read minds. Tennal, like all neuromodified
“readers,” is a security threat on his own. But when controlled, readers are
a rare asset. Not only can they read minds, but they can navigate chaotic
space, the maelstroms surrounding the gateway to the wider universe.
Conscripted into the military under dubious circumstances, Tennal is placed
into the care of Lieutenant Surit Yeni, a duty-bound soldier, principled
leader, and the son of a notorious traitor general. Whereas Tennal can read
minds, Surit can influence them. Like all other neuromodified “architects,”
he can impose his will onto others, and he’s under orders to control Tennal
by merging their minds. Surit accepted a suspicious promotion-track
request out of desperation, but he refuses to go through with his illegal
orders to sync and control an unconsenting Tennal. So they lie: They fake a
sync bond and plan Tennal's escape. Their best chance arrives with a

The Taking of Hong Kong - Susanna Hoe - 2013-10-11
Relations between Britain and China have, for over 150 years, been
inextricably bound up with the taking of Hong Kong Island on 26 January
1841. The man responsible, Britain's plenipotentiary Captain Charles Elliot,
was recalled by his government in disgrace and has been vilified ever since
by China. This book describes the taking of Hong Kong from Elliot's point of
view for the first time '- through the personal letters of himself and his wife
Clara '- and shows a man of intelligence, conscience and humanitarian
instincts. The book gives new insights into Sino-British relations of the
period. Because these are now being re-assessed both historically and for
the future, revelations about Elliot's role, intentions and analysis are
significant and could make an important difference to our understanding of
the dynamics of these relations. On a different level, the book explores how
Charles the private man, with his wife by his side, experienced events,
rather than how Elliot the public figure reported them to the British
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salvage-retrieval mission into chaotic space—to the very neuromodifcation
The Wave Watcher's Companion - Gavin Pretor-Pinney - 2010-07-06
Get ready for a global journey like none other-a passionate enthusiast's
exploration of waves that begins with a massive surfable cloud and ends
with the majestic Pacific ocean, making side trips along the way to reveal
the ups and downs of brain waves, radio waves, infrared waves,
microwaves, shock waves, light waves, and much more.

lab that Surit's traitor mother destroyed twenty years ago. And among the
rubble is a treasure both terrible and unimaginably powerful, one that
upends a decades-old power struggle, and begins a war. Tennal and Surit
can no longer abandon their unit or their world. The only way to avoid life
under full military control is to complete the very sync they've been faking.
Can two unwilling weapons of war bring about peace? At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
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Ocean's Echo is a stand-alone space adventure about a bond that will
change the fate of worlds, set in the same universe as Everina Maxwell's hit
debut, Winter's Orbit. Rich socialite, inveterate flirt, and walking disaster
Tennalhin Halkana can read minds. Tennal, like all neuromodified
“readers,” is a security threat on his own. But when controlled, readers are
a rare asset. Not only can they read minds, but they can navigate chaotic
space, the maelstroms surrounding the gateway to the wider universe.
Conscripted into the military under dubious circumstances, Tennal is placed
into the care of Lieutenant Surit Yeni, a duty-bound soldier, principled
leader, and the son of a notorious traitor general. Whereas Tennal can read
minds, Surit can influence them. Like all other neuromodified “architects,”
he can impose his will onto others, and he’s under orders to control Tennal
by merging their minds. Surit accepted a suspicious promotion-track
request out of desperation, but he refuses to go through with his illegal
orders to sync and control an unconsenting Tennal. So they lie: They fake a
sync bond and plan Tennal's escape. Their best chance arrives with a
salvage-retrieval mission into chaotic space—to the very neuromodifcation
lab that Surit's traitor mother destroyed twenty years ago. And among the
rubble is a treasure both terrible and unimaginably powerful, one that
upends a decades-old power struggle, and begins a war. Tennal and Surit
can no longer abandon their unit or their world. The only way to avoid life
under full military control is to complete the very sync they've been faking.
Can two unwilling weapons of war bring about peace? At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
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Bliss House: A Novel - Laura Benedict - 2014-06-15
Death never did come quietly for Bliss House . . . and now a mother and
daughter have become entwined in the secrets hidden within its walls.
Amidst the lush farmland and orchards in Old Gate, Virginia, stands the
magnificent Bliss House. Built in 1878 as a country retreat, Bliss House is
impressive, historic, and inexplicably mysterious. Decades of strange
occurrences, disappearances and deaths have plagued the house, yet it
remains vibrant. And very much alive. Rainey Bliss Adams desperately
needed a new start when she and her daughter Ariel relocated from St.
Louis to Old Gate and settled into the house where the Bliss family had lived
for over a century. Rainey’s husband had been killed in a freak explosion
that left her 14 year-old daughter Ariel scarred and disfigured. At the grand
housewarming party, Bliss House begins to reveal itself again. Ariel sees
haunting visions: the ghost of her father, and the ghost of a woman being
pushed to her death off of an upper floor balcony, beneath an exquisite
dome of painted stars. And then there is a death the night of the party. Who
is the murderer in the midst of this small town? And who killed the woman
in Ariel's visions? But Bliss House is loath to reveal its secrets, as are the
good folks of Old Gate.
Bliss House: A Novel - Laura Benedict - 2014-06-15
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Death never did come quietly for Bliss House . . . and now a mother and
the universal order required resetting. But now the universe faced a threat
more grave than mere destruction. An unnamed and utterly alien entity had
somehow been released from its ancient prison and was bent on the
corruption of the Well World itself. If successful, it would cause chaos
beyond mortal understanding. The Well World needed Brazil and Chang.
But when it found them, would they once again answer the call? And though
Brazil was immortal, could he even fight the force threatening the Well? For
the force was not of this universe - and it had plans for Nathan Brazil
Echoes of the Well of Souls - Jack L. Chalker - 2013-03-29
THE CALL OF THE WELL For uncounted eons, the Well World had
regulated and given order to the universe, and throughout the eternity,
Nathan Brazil had been the guardian of the Well of Souls, where the
universe's master control lay. Forever wandering and alone, returning to
the Well in times of Danger, Brazil had destroyed and re-created the cosmos
several times over. But even he wearied of his endless watch, and had
enlisted the aid of space pilot and high-tech thief Mavra Chang the last time
the universal order required resetting. But now the universe faced a threat
more grave than mere destruction. An unnamed and utterly alien entity had
somehow been released from its ancient prison and was bent on the
corruption of the Well World itself. If successful, it would cause chaos
beyond mortal understanding. The Well World needed Brazil and Chang.
But when it found them, would they once again answer the call? And though
Brazil was immortal, could he even fight the force threatening the Well? For
the force was not of this universe - and it had plans for Nathan Brazil

Who is Rich? - Matthew Klam - 2017
"The long-awaited first novel from the acclaimed author of Sam the Cat is a
provocative and hilarious satire of love, sex, money, and politics in our new
gilded age--for readers of The Nix and This Is Where I Leave You"-Who is Rich? - Matthew Klam - 2017
"The long-awaited first novel from the acclaimed author of Sam the Cat is a
provocative and hilarious satire of love, sex, money, and politics in our new
gilded age--for readers of The Nix and This Is Where I Leave You"--

Wreck My World - Victoria Ashley - 2019-06-12
"The feeling I have in this very moment, after not seeing her for so long, will
haunt me forever, reminding me why I left to begin with." For as long as I
can remember, Easton Crews has been off-limits. As much as it kills me,
that's never going to change. After his little disappearing act three years
ago, then suddenly showing up out of nowhere, I shouldn't want anything to
do with him. It doesn't matter how beautiful he still is. Or how close we
once were. It shouldn't matter that my entire body lights on fire with need
whenever he gets close. He chose the worst possible time to leave without

Echoes of the Well of Souls - Jack L. Chalker - 2013-03-29
THE CALL OF THE WELL For uncounted eons, the Well World had
regulated and given order to the universe, and throughout the eternity,
Nathan Brazil had been the guardian of the Well of Souls, where the
universe's master control lay. Forever wandering and alone, returning to
the Well in times of Danger, Brazil had destroyed and re-created the cosmos
several times over. But even he wearied of his endless watch, and had
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once were. It shouldn't matter that my entire body lights on fire with need
whenever he gets close. He chose the worst possible time to leave without
so much as a goodbye. However, just like the first day he walked into our
home, I'm drawn to him, needing him near me just as badly as I need air to
breathe, and I can't stand it. I want to hate him. I know I should hate him.
But hating him is the last thing he'll let me do. I push, he pulls harder, until
I'm completely wrapped up in him, my mind lost in the one person who is
forbidden--the one person I've always loved, even when he belonged to
someone else. Easton was never meant to be mine. It took me years to come
to terms with that and now that I finally have, he's here, right in front of me,
more irresistible than ever. The part I fear the most about that--he's the one
person capable of completely wrecking my world. "I'm not leaving until you
take all of your hate out on me. Let me feel it. All of it. Every dirty look.
Every nasty word. I will have it all before I leave. Stop hiding from me."
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